Ultrasound single-phase CBE imaging for monitoring radiofrequency ablation.
Radiofrequency (RF) ablation (RFA) is the most commonly used minimally invasive procedure for thermal ablation of liver tumors. Ultrasound not only provides real-time feedback of the electrode location for RFA guidance but also enables visualization of the tissue temperature. Changes in backscattered energy (CBE) have been widely applied to ultrasound temperature imaging for assessing thermal ablation. Pilot studies have revealed that significant shadowing features appear in CBE imaging and are caused by the electrode and RFA-induced gas bubbles. To resolve this problem, the current study proposed ultrasound single-phase CBE imaging based on positive CBE values. An in vitro model with tissue samples derived from the porcine tenderloin was used to validate the proposed method. During RFA with various electrode lengths, ultrasound scans of tissue samples were obtained using a clinical ultrasound scanner equipped with a convex array transducer of 3 MHz. Raw image data comprising 256 scan lines of backscattered RF signals were acquired for B-mode, conventional CBE, and single-phase CBE imaging by using the proposed algorithmic scheme. The ablation sizes estimated using CBE imaging and gross examinations were compared to calculate the correlation coefficient. The experimental results indicated that single-phase CBE imaging largely suppressed artificial CBE information in the shadowed region. Moreover, compared with conventional CBE imaging, single-phase CBE imaging provided a more accurate estimation of ablation sizes (the correlation coefficient was higher than 0.8).